INTERSPORT UK Facebook and Twitter Ticket Competitions
TERMS & CONDITIONS – updated 1st August 2016
To be eligible to enter a competition on Facebook or Twitter, individuals must follow the competition
instructions.
By:
 Following a specific Facebook or Twitter account (Intersport UK)
 Liking and / or sharing a competition status, post, image or video on Facebook
 Retweeting and / or favouriting a post on Twitter
 Responding to a competition question or challenge
 Posting / emailing a photo or video in response to competition entry guidelines...
...it will be deemed that you have understood and agree to the following terms and conditions.
Competition Entry
Entries will be accepted until the date / time specified on the post. Entries after this date / time will
not be counted.
Only one entry will be accepted per person unless otherwise stated.
This competition is not open to employees of Intersport, its agencies, retail members or associated
suppliers or employees of competition partners, its agencies or associated suppliers.
Entrants must be resident in the UK or Ireland at the time of entering the competition.
The winner agrees to Intersport UK and specific competition partners using their name, quote and
picture for promotional purposes (this will not necessarily be the case but Intersport UK retains the
right to do so as part of the terms and conditions of competition entry).
The winner will be selected in accordance with the individual competition rules. This might be on a
first correct answer received basis, a random draw by Intersport UK or competition partner(s), a
winning photo or video selected by a panel consisting of Intersport UK representatives, competition
partner representatives, externally selected decision makers or a mix of the above or any other
format detailed in the competition instructions. All decisions will be final and binding, no
correspondence will be entered into regarding the decision made.
The winner will be notified by Intersport UK via Facebook, Twitter, telephone and / or email as
appropriate.
The Prize will be as specified in the competition post / details provided - if for any reason the stated
prize is no longer available, an alternative prize of equal value will be provided in its place.

To redeem complimentary event tickets or other event attendance, the winner must attend the
Event.
There is no cash alternative to any prize.
Tickets may vary depending on the event format.
Tickets cannot be guaranteed in advance for the purpose of booking additional tickets.
If the competition winner does not wish to attend the Event the tickets will be void, no cash or
alternative will be offered.
Children under 16 years must be accompanied by a responsible adult unless otherwise stated in
competition instructions / details.
Prizes do not include any hospitality / travel / accommodation expenses unless specifically
promoted as such.
Winners will be notified within 7 days of winning the prize. Each winner will receive their prize within
28 days of notification, unless notified in advance by the promoter.
It is each participant's responsibility to supply the correct postal address to which a prize is to be
sent via direct message to the Promoter on Facebook or Twitter. For all items that are returned to
the prize handler due to incomplete delivery, the participant will be contacted to check the address
before re-sending. If the prize is returned to the prize handler a second time, or the prize handler is
unable to contact the participant, the prize will be forfeited and will no longer be claimable.
Intersport UK reserves the right to cancel this competition and entry process at any stage, if deemed
necessary in its opinion, and if circumstances arise outside of its control.

WIGAN ATHLETIC FC MATCH HOSPITALITY COMPETITIONS
Winners of Match Tickets
Entrants can only win tickets a maximum of once per season. Winners of match tickets will be
advised of collection time and location on an individual basis. The prize winner will be asked to
present ID (driving license, debit card etc) before any tickets will be issued. Tickets are personal to
the competition winner and may not be transferred, sold or donated. Tickets already purchased may
not be refunded.
Hospitality Dresscode: Smart dress, no jeans, trainers or football shirts.
Dress Code
The DW Stadium operates a smart casual dress code in the Club and Coors Lounges and
Rigalettos and we ask that you and your guests wear clothing suitable for the occasion. In particular,

people wearing distressed jeans or trainers will not be admitted to the hospitality areas. Dress
codes in the Springfield Suite and Legends Club do not fall under these restrictions meaning guests
may wear Wigan Athletic shirts, jeans and trainers. Please note, guests are asked to respect Wigan
Athletic fans by not wearing visiting team apparel.
Ground Safety
Where prizes include match tickets, these will be in the home supporters section. You and your
guest(s) should behave in a manner that does not associate support of the opposing team and we
reserve the right to refuse admission (without refund) to customers wearing the colours or replica kit
of the visiting team. We would draw your attention to our ground regulations which we would ask
you and your guests to abide by at all times when visiting the DW Stadium. Please note that we will
ask persons to leave the stadium if in our opinion they behave in a way that may put at risk the
safety of other spectators. In some circumstances, tickets in the away end may be provided for
guests if requested in advance. However, access to and from the hospitality suite will be more
limited.
Smoke Free Stadium
The DW Stadium is a smoke free stadium. We ask that all visitors to the stadium respect this rule,
with no exceptions. Guests are not permitted to exit the stadium in order to smoke, and may be
refused re-admittance if they try so to do. We ask that guests refrain from using “e-cigarettes” in
hospitality lounges.

